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ABSTRACT

Title of the Dissertation:

Assessing Port Reception Facilities for Ship Generated Solid
Waste: The Case of the Port of Walvis Bay.

Degree:

M.Sc.

The study had set out to asses expected increases in waste to be handled at the port of Walvis
Bay in lieu of expected increased vessel traffic once Port Expansion is completed by using
current and historic waste volumes and number of ships visiting the port at present and
historically versus expected future trends. However, statistical analysis indicated a weak
correlation and no significant relationship between ships visiting the port of Walvis Bay and
ship generated solid waste discharged at the port. A second objective of the study was to
assess the current adequacy status of port reception facilities for ship generated solid waste at
the Port of Walvis Bay. Using the assessment procedure laid out in IMO resolution MEPC.83
(44) of 2000. This was achieved and the port reception facilities were found to be adequate to
a satisfactory level, however with some recommendations for improvement.

KEYWORDS:

Port Reception Facilities, Walvis Bay Port, Namibia, Solid Waste, Number of
Ships.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The following chapter will introduce and discuss the milieu of the research under the
following themes: background of the study, problem statement, aims & objectives, research
questions, dissertation structure.

1.1 Background of study
Namibia is located on the western coast of southern Africa sandwiched between Angola and
South Africa, towards the north and south respectively while bordering the Atlantic Ocean.
The country has two operational ports, of which the port of Walvis Bay is the busiest. Both
ports are operated by the Namibia Ports Authority. The Port of Walvis Bay consists mainly of
a Commercial Harbor that handles containerized and bulk cargo as well as a Fishing Harbor
that accommodates about 15 fish processing factories. Other facilities within the Port of
Walvis Bay include a tanker berth as well as a ship repair facility (DMC-CSIR, 2009).
This study assess the current and historic quantities of waste in relation to current and historic
number of ships visiting the port of Walvis Bay and project anticipated future trends of ship
generated solid waste volumes that shall have to be dealt with as well as the adequacy of port
reception facilities in accordance with IMO resolution MEPC.83 (44) of 2000.
Within literature, various studies can be found with regard to forecasting of ship generated
solid waste as well as port reception facility assessment similar to the proposed study, and
shall be discussed below:
In the Island nation of Mauritius, Port Louis handles 99% of all cargo entering, leaving as
well as cargo in transit. A study on the planning for a port waste management system as per
ISO 14001 at Port Louis Harbor in Mauritius was conducted by Moheea, Surroopb, Mudhoob
and Rughooputhc (2012) in which vessels calling to the port were used to predict ship
generated solid waste to be handled at the port in the next 5 years. The predictions were
based on data of ship generated solid waste and vessel traffic between April 2009 and May
2010. The calculations were done on an Excel spreadsheet based on proportional increases
and were given as low and high forecasts based on 5% and 10% increases in vessel traffic.
A study conducted by Dashan and Apaydin (2012) forecasted estimates 2 years into the
future of the amount of waste on ships in Istanbul using the number of ships with forecasting
software based entirely on the data of ship numbers and waste volumes recorded between
9

September 2005 and January 2010. The forecasting method used was the ARMA (Auto
Regression Moving Average).
A study by Ulniković, Vukić, Milutinović-Nikolić (2013) focused on waste management in
the ports on the river Danube’s flow through Serbia. Input data about the number of
watercrafts and quantities of solid waste generated on both cruise and cargo ships for the
period 2005–2009 was analysed for trends and regression models were used to predict the
waste quantities in each port in next 3 years. The method used was a regression model to
predict future wastes by establishing R2 values and formulas of the line of best fit. This
research shall make use of the method laid out in this study.
A study by Butt (2007) investigated current waste management and disposal options for
cruise ship generated waste and the associated impacts of this waste for the port of
Southampton. It concluded that all cruise vessels should vigorously pursue a waste reduction
strategy and for ports to provide adequate recycling, reduction and re-use facilities for cruise
ship generated waste, optimizing use of local facilities whenever possible. Lastly, a study by
Jarzemskis and Jarzemskiene (2016) on the Baltic sea port of Klaipeda in Lithuania, used EU
directive 2000/59/EC together with IMO resolution MEPC.83.(44) in order to assess and then
discuss the adequacy of port reception facilities. Thus a discussion of the adequacy of port
reception facilities is essential when considering ship generated wastes and their forecasts.

1.2 Problem Statement
At present, the Port of Walvis Bay is undergoing expansion, a collective capital project that is
expected to increase containerized cargo handling capacities of the Port of Walvis Bay from
the current limit 250 000 TEUs per anum to up to 1 million TEUs per annum (Savage,
Fransman, Jenkins & Bamford, 2014; JICA, 2015). The ongoing port developments at Walvis
Bay are thus expected to increase vessel traffic in Namibian waters. At present, around 1500
ships visit the port of Walvis Bay every year (JICA, 2015; Savage, Fransman, Jenkins &
Bamford, 2014). It is thus the expectation that increased numbers of vessels could be
accompanied by increased pressure on other existing infrastructure, such as the means of the
port and the local authority to deal with ship generated solid waste. Therefore, knowledge
gained through this study could be used to anticipate changes within solid waste handled at
the port of Walvis Bay.
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Furthermore, Namibia is set to be audited in 2020 under the mandatory IMO member state
audit scheme. Amongst others, port reception facility adequacy shall form part of the auditing
exercise (IMO, 2015). The proposed study could assist in identifying potential shortcomings
within the adequacy of port reception facilities at the Port of Walvis Bay and such knowledge
could be used to correct these deficiencies before they appear as findings in the audit.

1.3 Aims and Objectives
The study endeavors to examine the number of ships calling Walvis Bay port and ship
generated waste volumes in order to establish future expected trends while providing
solutions towards dealing with these future trends as well as an assessment on port reception
facilities with regard to ship generated solid waste.
The Aims and Objectives are thus as follows:
● To assess expected increases in waste to be handled at the port of Walvis Bay in lieu
of expected increased vessel traffic once Port Expansion is completed. By using
current and historic ship generated solid waste waste volumes and number of ships
visiting the port at present and historically versus expected future trends.
● To assess the current adequacy status of ship generated solid waste port reception
facilities for ship generated solid waste at the Port of Walvis Bay. Using the
assessment procedure laid out in IMO resolution MEPC.83 (44) of 2000.

1.4 Research Questions
The study endeavors to answer the following research questions while remaining cognizance
of the aims and objectives linked to them:
1. What will be the increases in ship generated solid waste to be handled at the port of
Walvis Bay in lieu of expected increased vessel traffic?
2. What is the current adequacy status of Walvis Bay Port Reception Facilities for
ship generated solid waste in terms of IMO resolution MEPC.83(44)?
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1.5 Dissertation Structure
Figure 1 bellow outlines the structure of this study according to its 6 chapters, namely:
Introduction, Literature Review, Methodology, Results, Discussion and Implications, and
lastly Conclusion.
Chapter 1
Introduction

Chapter 2:

Chapter 2 Literature

Literature Review

Review

2.1 Regulatory

2.2 Port of Walvis Bay

Framework

as a Case

Chapter 3
Methodology

Chapter 4
Results

Chapter 5
Discussion and
Implications

Chapter 6
Conclusion
Figure 1: Research Structure
Source: Author
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
The following chapter shall discuss the regulatory scope of port reception facilities in the
Namibian context, as well as give an overview of the Port of Walvis Bay.

2.1 Regulatory Framework
This section shall discuss the regulatory framework of port reception facilities. This
regulatory framework shall include pertinent international conventions Namibia is party to as
well as applicable domestic legislation in the light of ship generated waste and adequacy of
port reception facilities at Walvis Bay Port.

2.1.1 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS
III)
The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, 1982 (UNCLOS), was adopted in
Montego Bay, Jamaica after nearly a decade of negotiations from 1973 and 1982. UNCLOS
addresses diverse matters in the maritime sphere, including activities and consequences, i.e
various kinds of pollution (IUCN, 2017). Certain articles within UNCLOS are relevant to the
obligations placed on states by MARPOL in ensuring the provision of adequate port
reception facilities, these are summarised in the table below (IMO, 2000). Namibia is party to
UNCLOS and as such has to uphold obligations set forth in the convention.
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Table 1: Provisions within UNCLOS III relevant to Port Reception Facilities.
Article

Convention Text

Article 192

“States have a general obligation to protect and preserve the maritime environment.”

Article 194

“States have a duty to take measures, using the best practicable means at their disposal and in accordance
with their capabilities, to minimize to the fullest possible extent pollution from ships, in particular
measures for preventing intentional and unintentional discharges”

Article 211 (2)

“Flag States have a duty to adopt laws and regulations which have the same effect as that of generally
accepted international rules and standards established through IMO”

Source: IMO (2000)

UNCLOS III shares similarities with MARPOL in that they both endeavor to establish a
system of rights and duties. Coastal states have the right to forbid pollution in their
coastal zones by foreign and local vessels. Coastal States however also have the duty to
provide for adequate port reception facilities within their ports. The duty is however
rather implicit in UNCLOS III and much more explicit in MARPOL (IMO, 2000).

2.1.2 The International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution
from Ships, 1973, as amended by the Protocol of 1978 relating
thereto (MARPOL 73/78)
The International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Oil, 1954
(OILPOL 54) was the first convention of its kind to particularly address oil pollution from
ships. OILPOL 54 however fell short of addressing numerous issues such as failure to
explicitly compel Port States to provide adequate port reception facilities. The International
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, 1973, was subsequently developed by
the IMO to replace OILPOL 54. The International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution
from Ships, 1973, was then later modified by its 1978 Protocol and the 1997 Protocol which
led to an additional annex to the convention. At present day, the assemblage of the
International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, 1973, as modified by the
Protocol of 1978 relating thereto as well as the 1997 Protocol, is referred to in short as
MARPOL (IMO, 2016).
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Table 2 MARPOL treaties and the dates on which they entered into force as well as the number of
contracting states and the percentage of world tonnage they represent.
MARPOL Treaty

Date of entry into force

Number of contracting states

Percentage of World Tonnage

MARPOL 1973/1978

02/10/1983

156

99.12

MARPOL ANNEX III

01/07/1992

148

98.51

MARPOL ANNEX IV

27/09/2003

142

96.25

MARPOL ANNEX V

31/12/1988

153

98.68

MARPOL PROT 1997

19/05/2005

91

96.59

Source: IMO (2016)

MARPOL requires that the government of each state party to the convention, ensures the
provision of adequate port reception facilities that do not cause undue delay to ships that use
them. Majority of states have opted to delegate this duty to their ports authority/administrator
or to other public or private entities, however the ultimate responsibility in ensuring that the
obligations are fulfilled lies with the state. Party states that fail to provide adequate port
reception facilities are said to be in breach of their international obligations and therefore will
increase the risk of illegal discharges from ships (IMO, 2000). MARPOL consists of 6
annexes that relate to the different kinds of pollution by ships at sea. Five of these Annexes
contain regulations within them that relate directly to the provision of adequate port reception
facilities and are summarised in the table below according the waste type and specific
regulation within the respective MARPOL annex (IMO 2016).

Table 3: MARPOL annexes and regulations within these that relate directly to port reception facilities
MARPOL Annex

Annex Description

Regulations dealing with port
reception facilities in Annex

Annex I

Prevention of pollution by oil

Regulation 38

Annex II

Prevention of pollution by noxious liquid substances in bulk

Regulation 18

Annex III

Prevention of pollution by harmful substances carried by sea in packaged form

None

Annex IV

Prevention of pollution by sewage from ships

Regulations 12 and 13

Annex V

Prevention of pollution by garbage from ships

Regulation 8

Annex VI

Prevention of air pollution from ships

Regulation 17

Source: IMO (2016)
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Annexes I & II are mandatory to all MARPOL member states, the remaining four Annexes
are however optional. Namibia has only acceded to MARPOL Annexes I, II, III & V and thus
has to fulfill the obligations compelled by these.

2.1.3 Applicable Namibian Laws
Domestic laws in Namibia do not explicitly address the issue of the provision of adequate
port reception facilities for ships calling at Namibian ports without causing undue delay to
the ships that will make use of them. Domestic Namibian legislation rather places emphasis
of on the prohibition of dumping of wastes illegally and call for environmental protection.

 The Constitution of the Republic of Namibia
Articles 91 and 95 of the Namibian constitution are of particular relevance to the study as
these articles primarily call for the protection of the environment. Furthermore, Article 114
gives power to international conventions that Namibia is a part of such as MARPOL and
UNCLOS. Text from these articles are summarized below:
 Article 91: “The functions of the Ombudsman shall be defined and prescribed by
an Act of Parliament and shall include the following... the duty to investigate
complaints concerning the over-utilization of living natural resources, the
irrational exploitation of non-renewable resources, the degradation and destruction
of ecosystems and failure to protect the beauty and character of Namibia”.
 Article 95: “The State shall actively promote and maintain the welfare of the
people by adopting policies aimed at ...The maintenance of ecosystems, essential
ecological processes and biological diversity of Namibia and utilization of living
natural resources on a sustainable basis for the benefit of all Namibians, both
present and future...”
 Article 144: “Unless otherwise provided by this Constitution or Act of Parliament,
the general rules of public international law and international agreements binding
upon Namibia under this Constitution shall form part of the law of Namibia.”
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 Namibia Ports Authority Act, 1994
Article 14 of the Namibian Ports Authority Act (1994) states that the Port Authority shall
have the capacity to protect the environment within its jurisdictional area (port limits as
defined by the Act). This is essential as the capacity to protect the environment within the
port relates to matters concerning ship generated solid waste and adequate port reception
facilities.

 Prevention and Combating of Pollution of the Sea by Oil Act, 1981
The purpose of the Prevention and Combating of pollution of the Sea by Oil Act, 1981 is
primarily to provide for the prevention and combating of pollution of the sea by oil, as well
as to establish liability caused by the illegal discharge of oil from ships, tankers and offshore
installations. The purpose of the act are thus related to the provision of adequate port
reception facilities, with particular emphasis to MARPOL 73/78 Annex I which deals with oil
related wastes.

 Environmental Management Act, 2007
The Environmental Management Act (2007) of the Republic of Namibia makes mention of
”principles of environmental management”, some of which are relevant to adequate port
reception facilities and ship generated waste. These are summarized below:
 Article 2 (h): “the option that provides the most benefit or causes the least damage
to the environment as a whole, at a cost acceptable to society, in the long term as
well as in the short term must be adopted to reduce the generation of waste and
polluting substances at source”.
 Article 2 (i): “the reduction, reuse and recycling of waste must be promoted”

The Act further empowers the minister to declare areas as waste disposal sites and prohibits
the dumping of wastes at any undeclared sites.

 Others
The Public and Environmental Health Act, 2015 as well as the Local Authorities Act, 1992
both make provision for waste; handling, disposal, recycling, storage, generation, disposal,
sanitation and such related offences within local authorities such as the Municipality of
Walvis Bay. This relates to ship generated waste and adequate port reception facilities at the
Port of Walvis Bay, which operates within the Municipality of Walvis Bay.
17

2.2 Port of Walvis Bay as a Case
This section shall discuss the Port of Walvis Bay as the case port of this study. The Port of
Walvis Bay shall be discussed in terms of: Background, Infrastructure and Equipment, Port
Operation Statistics, Port Development and SHEQ Policy.

2.2.1 Background
During the 19th century, the Port of Walvis Bay was proclaimed a territory of the British
Crown in 1878, while the remainder of present day Namibia was annexed by Germany. After
World War I, present day Namibia in its entirety was handed over to South Africa as a
mandate territory by the League of Nations. After Namibia gained independence in 1990, a
sovereignty claim over Walvis Bay was made by the newly formed state, however this was
dismissed by the then apartheid South African government. After years of negotiations,
Walvis Bay was finally transferred over to the Namibian Government in 1994, seizing
control over the Port of Walvis Bay in the process (Dugard, 1994).

Figure 2: Map indicating connectivity of the Port of Walvis Bay with international trade via the Atlantic
and the SADC hinterland.
Source: African Development Bank, taken from WBCG
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Located on the west coast of Africa, Namibia has about 1600 km of coastline with two
commercial ports, both owned and operated by the state owned Namibian Ports Authority
(NAMPORT) which was established by Namibia Ports Authority Act of 1994. NAMPORT
reports to the Ministry of Works and Transport as well as the State Owned Enterprises
Governance Council. Namibia’s largest commercial port is the Port of Walvis Bay and is run
under the “service port” model. The Port of Walvis Bay finds itself located along a major
trading maritime corridor within the Atlantic and is a sheltered deep-water harbour protected
by a natural bay and benefiting from a temperate climate with no delays due to bad weather
(African Development Bank, 2013).

2.2.2 Infrastructure and Equipment
According to the African Development Bank (AfDB) the telecommunications and
transportation infrastructure in Namibia is competitive in comparison to what is available in
the Southern African region and the Port of Walvis Bay is amongst the most efficient and
well equipped ports in Africa (African Development Bank, 2013). Facilities in place at the
port of Walvis Bay are summarized in Table 4.

Table 4 Facilities available at Port of Walvis Bay.
Facility
Berthing Facilities

Description
●
●
●

Port of Walvis Bay has 8 berths.
Berths 1 -3 are working berths used for container and bulk commodities. Berth length is 504.2
m with a depth of -12.8 CD. Additionally, Ro-Ro vessels can be accommodated at berth 3.
Berths 4-8 measure 909.4m in length and have a depth of 10.6m CD. Berths 4 and 6 are used
for Ro-Ro and general cargo, while berth 7 and 8 are used by fishing vessels and other bulk
commodities.

Bulk Terminals

●

The Walvis Bay Bulk Terminal is privately owned and run by Grindrod Terminals and
handles a variety of dry bulk commodities.

Cold Storage Facility

●

The cold storage facilities at the Port of Walvis Bay are privately owned by Commercial Cold
Storage Namibia Pty Ltd which primarily uses the facility for fresh produce trading.
Furthermore, the facility boasts a mobile racking system and a state-of-the-art warehouse.

Container Terminal

●

Container terminal handling services include the receiving, delivery, stacking, de-stacking,
reefer connections and monitoring and conveyance between the stack and ship.
Berthing makes use of berths 1-3 and excess containers can make use of berths 7 and 8.

●
Port Access

●
●
●

There are good rail and Road connections in and out of the port.
International and domestic flight airport available 12 km from the port.
The port is within shipping liner routes: Maersk, MACS, OACL, CMA-CGM, MOL, MSC,
Safmarine.

Ship Repair Facility

●
●

There are two floating docks jointly owned by Namport and Elgin Brown & Hamer Namibia.
Lifting capacity displacement, 80 m LOA and 14 in width, handles around 25 vessels per
month.
Synchrolift operates at 85% of its capacity.

●
Stevedoring Services

●

Dockside labor is provided for by private companies and Namport which owns and supplies
all quayside equipment.

Source: Adapted from Namport Handbook (2009).
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Port of Walvis Bay cargo handling equipment includes the following (Namport, 2013):
●

8 x Mobile harbor cranes with sizes

●

8 x 51t RTG Spreaders

ranging from 84 - 104 t.

●

2 x MHC Grabbers 18t and 16t in size

●

15 x 45t Reach Stackers

●

2 x 9t Empty Handlers

●

7 x 4t Wharf Crane

●

26 x Forklifts ranging in size from 4 - 45t

●

6 x 50t RTG’s

●

54 x 75t Haulers

●

2 x Front End Loaders

●

54 x Container Trailers ranging in size

●

2 x Tractors

respectively

from 40 - 60t
●

11 x MHC Spreaders ranging in sizes from
41 - 51t

2.2.3 Port Operation Statistics
Around 1500 vessels call at the port of Walvis Bay annually, majority of these are container,
fishing and general cargo vessels. Main commodities that are imported via the port of Walvis
Bay include; petroleum, fish, wheat, sulphuric acid and vehicles. Main commodities exported
via the Port of Walvis Bay include salt, fish and fish products and mined goods. Lastly, main
commodities transshipped at the Port of Walvis Bay include fish and fish products, and
general cargo (Namport, 2017).
During the 2017 reporting period, the Port of Walvis Bay handled cargo of 5 556 329 t in
total, which corresponded to a 3% decrease in comparison to the same period last year. Cargo
landed and cargo transshipped for the same period was 3 427 120 t and 573 294 t
respectively, corresponding to decreases of 8% and 21% respectively (Namport, 2017).
The total amount of twenty-foot-equivalents (TEUs) handled at the Port of Walvis Bay
during the 2017 reporting period was 205 991 TEUs broken down into: 48 575 Shipped
TEUs, 51 851 Landed TEUs and 105 565 Transshipped TEUs (Namport, 2017).
Volumes of bulk and break-bulk cargo at the Port of Walvis Bay during the 2017 reporting
period were 3 509 275t, 815 069t, 2 646 002t and 48 203t for total handled, shipped, landed
and transshipped respectively (Namport, 2017).
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2.2.4 Port Development
The Port of Walvis Bay is said to be at a strategic position which provides an easier and
much faster transit route between Southern Africa, Europe and the Americas. Regionally,
easier links to international markets through the Port of Walvis Bay could help with easing
the exclusive dependence on the eastern ports in South Africa, Mozambique and Tanzania
(African Development Bank, 2013). These factors, amongst others, have fueled recent
developments into positioning The Port of Walvis Bay as a logistics hub linking and locked
states of the Southern African Development Community (SADC) to international trade via
the Atlantic. As such, the Port of Walvis Bay is currently undergoing expansion in the form
of 2 projects namely; New Container Terminal and the SADC Gateway / North Port
development. These projects are expected to be completed by 2020 (African Development
Bank, 2013; Namport, 2017).

The ongoing developments (New Container Terminal and the SADC Gateway / North Port
development) at the Port of Walvis Bay are expected to increase vessel traffic in Namibian
waters as well as throughput capacities of cargo handled, particularly cargo destined for the
landlocked countries within SADC (JICA, 2012 ;African Development Bank, 2013)). It is
thus the expectation that these increased numbers in cargo and quantities/sizes of vessels
could be accompanied by increased pressure on existing port reception facilities as well as
increased quantities of ship generated solid waste at the port of Walvis Bay that shall have to
be dealt with.

2.2.5 New Container Terminal Project
The New Container Terminal Project entails the construction of a modern container terminal
on 40 hectares of reclaimed land within the port of Walvis Bay’s jurisdiction (“Mega
Projects”, 2017). The project is expected to increase containerized cargo handling capacities
of the Port of Walvis Bay from 355,000TEUs to 1,005,000TEUs (African Development
Bank, 2013). Furthermore, the development is to be accompanied by the following accessory
infrastructure (Namport, 2017):
● Quay walls, and Paved areas,
● Buildings, roads and railway lines,
● Ship-to-shore quay cranes and rubber tired gantry cranes.
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Figure 3: An artistic impression of the New Container Terminal under construction at the Port of Walvis
Bay.
Source: Namport, (2017)

2.2.6 SADC Gateway / North Port Development
The North port development shall entail the development of 1,330 hectares of new port land.
The current port is only 105 hectares in size. The new development shall have the following
facilities in place once completed (Namport, 2017):
● 10,000 meters of quay walls and jetties to yield approximately 30 large berths
(compared with the current port’s 1,900 meters of quay walls);
● Modern ship and rig repair yard, as well as an oil and gas supply base;
● Dry bulk terminal capable of handling more than 100 million tonnes per annum;
● Ro-ro, Passenger, Container, Multi-purpose and break-bulk terminals;
● Liquid bulk terminal with Very Large Crude Carrier (VLCC) berths;
● Backup storage areas and/or dry ports;
● Small craft harbor with port control tower as well as Small boat marinas;

2.2.7 Namport SHEQ Policy
Namport has a Safety, Health, Environment and Quality Policy in place that applies to all
employees, visitors, contractors and management at the Ports of Walvis Bay and Luderitz.
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The purpose of the policy is to provide guidance to all involved stakeholders (management,
employees and others) in the practice of managing SHEQ (Namport, 2017).

The SHEQ Policy also mentions designated responsibilities across the spectrum of the
organisation with regard to SHEQ related matters, these levels include: board of directors,
executive management committee, management and supervisors, contractors, staff as well as
port users (Namport, 2017).
The ultimate commitment within the SHEQ Policy of Namport reads “Namport is committed
to protect the quality of air, water, soil and human health for the continual benefit of persons
and ecosystems...” (Namport, 2017). The call for environmental protection resonates within
the policy statement and can be linked with the obligation of providing adequate port
reception facilities as well as the handling of ship generated solid waste within the port of
Walvis Bay, as inadequacies and a lack of proactive planning within these could lead to
environmental detriment.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
This chapter shall examine the research methods used. Elaborations shall be made with
regard to the following: research design, data issues, population and sample, simple linear
regression, hypothesis, working definition of adequacy.

3.1 Research Design
The research study used a Mixed Method approach in which both Quantitative and
Qualitative methods featured (Creswell, 2003). Creswell (2003, p.18) defines the Qualitative
and Quantitative research approaches as the following;


Qualitative: “A qualitative approach is one in which the inquirer often makes
knowledge claims based on primary constructivist perspectives (i.e., the multiple
meanings of individual experiences, meanings socially and historically constructed,
with an intent of developing a theory or a pattern) or advocacy/participatory
perspectives (i.e., political, issue-oriented)



Quantitative: “A quantitative approach is one in which the investigator primarily uses
post positivist claims for developing knowledge (i.e., cause and effect thinking,
reduction to specific variables and hypotheses and questions, use of measurement and
observation, and the test of the theories), employs strategies of inquiry such as
experiments and surveys, and collects data on predetermined instruments that collect
data”.

The Quantitative component of the study made use of secondary time-series monthly data of
ships visiting the Port of Walvis Bay as well as monthly ship generated solid waste collected
at the port of Walvis Bay during the same period. The Qualitative component of the study
made use of a port reception facility assessment procedure laid out in IMO Resolution
MEPC.83 (44) to gather data regarding the status of Reception Facilities at the Port of Walvis
Bay. Together, the Quantitative and Qualitative components form a Mixed Method approach
that deals with both numerical data as well as text information (Creswell, 2003, p.20).
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3.2 Data Issues
 Quantitative Component
Regression analysis was used to analyze data on the number of ships calling at Walvis Bay
port against waste volumes in order to determine possible relationships between these as used
in the study by Ulniković, Vukić, Milutinović-Nikolić (2013). Once these were established,
calculations regarding the amount of waste to be produced by the expected amount of ships
visiting the port in future could be attempted. Other descriptive statistics were used on the
data sets, namely: mode, median, averages, and five number summaries. Lastly, the data was
also presented in graphical means.

 Qualitative Component
Information gathered from the port of Walvis Bay through IMO resolution MEPC.83 (44) of
2000 assessment procedure, was used to examine adequacy and shortcomings of the port of
Walvis Bay using the working definition described in section 3.5 of this study.

3.3 Population and Sample
Around 2500 vessels visit the ports of Lüderitz and Walvis Bay every year. Majority of these
vessels visit the port of Walvis Bay (Namport, 2017). Between 2009 and 2014, the total
number of ships visiting the port of Walvis Bay fluctuated between the ranges of 1520 and
1641. Furthermore, the majority of vessels visiting the port of Walvis Bay are container,
general cargo, foreign fishing vessels and others (Namport, 2014). Number of vessels visiting
the port of Walvis Bay on a monthly basis is thus the independent population of this study.
Solid waste from ships at the port of Walvis Bay is gathered in 3.7 m3 skip containers, once
these are full, they are emptied at the Municipality of Walvis Bay’s landfill site. Namport
records the number of these skip containers as a means of keeping track of waste volumes (S.
Gariseb, personal communication, May 15, 2018). Monthly volume of solid waste from ships
at the Port of Walvis Bay is the dependent population of this study.

From the total number of ships visiting the port of Walvis Bay on a monthly basis, the sample
for this study was the months that run from January 2015 up to July 2018, thereby
constituting the independent variable. From the total volume of solid waste from ships at the
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port of Walvis Bay on a monthly basis, the sample for this study is the months that run from
January 2015 up to March 2018, thereby constituting the dependent variable.

The sampling method used in the study is convenience sampling (Creswell, 2002, p.156).
This method was chosen because the recording of solid waste data from ships at the port of
Walvis Bay is a relatively new practice and has only been around since January 2015,
however that of ships visiting the port of Walvis Bay can be traced as far back as the
establishment of Namport in 1994 (Namport Annual, 2009). Therefor the convenience
sampling was employed to find for an overlap in the two data sets from which statistical
inferences can be drawn. In literature, the practices of sampling monthly data, has been
observed in the following studies:
● Moheea, Surroopb, Mudhoob and Rughooputhc (2012) used data of ship generated
solid waste and vessel traffic between April 2009 and May 2010.
● Dashan and Apaydin (2012) used data of ship numbers and waste volumes recorded
between September 2005 and January 2010.

Figure 4: Figure 4: Ship generated solid waste skip (3.7m3) at Namport, Walvis Bay.

Source: Namport (2018)
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3.4 Simple Linear Regression
Simple Linear regression used in the study entails the seeking of a relationship between a
response/dependent variable Y (in this case, monthly ship generated solid waste in cubic
meters at the Port of Walvis Bay) and a predictor/independent variable X (in this case,
number of ships visiting the Port of Walvis Bay monthly). This relationship is postulated as a
linear model through the following formula (Montgomery, Peck and Vining, 2012, p.12):
y = β0 + β1 X + C
Source: Montgomery et al. (2012)

Where the intercept β0 and the slope β1 are unknown constants and C is a random error
component. Furthermore, parameters β0 and β1 are often referred to as regression coefficients.
The slope β1 indicates a change in the mean of the distribution of Y (in this case, monthly
ship generated solid waste in cubic meters at the Port of Walvis Bay) brought about by a unit
change in X (in this case, number of ships visiting the Port of Walvis Bay monthly)
(Montgomery et al., 2012, p.12).

3.6 Working Definition of adequacy
Within MEPC.83.(44), the IMO has developed an assessment procedure for determining the
adequacy of port reception facilities through a series of questions that can be completed by a
3rd party consultant, or internally within port administrations. For the purposes of this
research, the MEPC.83.(44) adequacy assessment procedure was used to establish the
adequacy of Port Reception Facilities at the port of Walvis Bay through a self-assessment by
Namport. This was done by using information obtained through the assessment procedure
laid out in MEPC.83.(44) and examining the adequacy and shortcomings of port reception
facilities at the port of Walvis Bay as described by the IMO definitions of adequacy stated
below under points 1 and 2. These points below are thus the working definition of adequacy
for this study.

1. The IMO (2000) mentions in MEPC.83. (44) Resolution that adequate port
reception facilities are those which:
● mariners use;
● completely meet the needs of the ships that use them;
● do not provide a disincentive to those that make use of them;
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● contribute to the betterment of the advancement of the marine environment.

2. Furthermore, according to the IMO (2000), the port should provide facilities that;
● meet the needs of ships that normally make use of the port;
● And allow for the ultimate disposal of all wastes in an environmentally sound
manner.

In literature, a previous study by Jarzemskis and Jarzemskiene (2016), used the much more
elaborate EU directive 2000/59/EC in combination with the more basic IMO resolution
MEPC.83.(44) in order to assess as well as discuss the adequacy of port reception facilities in
terms of points 1 and 2 above for the Baltic sea port of Klaipeda in Lithuania.
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Chapter 4: Results
The following section shall highlight the outcomes of both the quantitative and qualitative
components of the Mixed Method nature of this research under the headings, empirical
examination and port reception facility assessment, respectively.

4.1 Empirical Examination
One of the objectives of the study was primarily to assess expected increases in waste to be
handled at the port of Walvis Bay in lieu of expected increased vessel traffic once Port
Expansion is completed. By using current and historic waste volumes and the number of
ships visiting the port at present and historically versus expected future trends.

Data used in the quantitative component of the study entailed the number of ships visiting the
port of Walvis Bay as well as the ship generated solid waste between January 2015 and July
2018, as dependent and independent variables respectively. The two data sets were plotted on
a scatter plot as shown in figure 4 bellow. Simple Linear Regression of the data revealed a
weak positive correlation with an R2 value of 0.0117, and the line of best fit was y = 0.162x +
838.28.
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Figure 5: Scatter plot of the number of ships visiting the port of Walvis Bay and ship generated solid
waste between January 2015 and July 2018.
Source: Author

The test statistic for the Analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the data was found to be 0.490,
which is higher than the significance level of 0.05, thus the null hypothesis of the study (there
will be no significant prediction of ship generated solid waste by the number of ships calling
at the port of Walvis Bay) is accepted, and the alternative rejected.

Further analysis of the data sets revealed that for the time period stretching from January
2015 to July 2018, the average number of ships visiting the port was 74.35 and the average
amount of ship generated solid waste was 856.44. A total of 5171 ships visited the port and
36 884 m3 was collected and landfilled during the time period under review.

With regard to the number of ships visiting the port of Walvis Bay, the minimum amount of
ships was observed in February 2017 with 78, and the highest was observed in January 2015
with 289 ships. Furthermore, the median was 107, and the first and third quartiles were 91
and 136.5 respectively.

With regard to the volume of ship generated waste at the port of Walvis Bay, the minimum
amount of waste observed was in June 2017 with 773 m3, and the highest amount of waste
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observed was in December 2016 with 1036 m3. Furthermore, the median was 858, and the
first and third quartiles were 829 and 882.5 respectively.

4.2 Port Reception Facilities Assessment
The second objective of the study was to assess the current adequacy status of port reception
facilities for ship generated solid waste at the Port of Walvis Bay using the assessment
procedure laid out in IMO resolution MEPC.83 (44) of 2000. This assessment thus
constituted the qualitative component of the study. Responses to the assessment are
summarised in Tables 5, 6, and 7 in the following pages.

The port of Walvis Bay was primarily assessed for three components: Garbage disposal (on
shore and ship to shore); Waste Management Plan and lastly, Adequacy of service. These
three components were singled out because the study is only focusing on ship generated solid
waste. Through the assessments, these three components were found to be of a satisfactory
level, and thus too the adequacy of port reception facilities of the Port of Walvis Bay with
regard to ship generated solid waste. A few general points of improvement however remain
and shall be discussed in chapter 5 of this study.
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Table 5: Assessment of Port Reception Facilities, Garbage Disposal.

Garbage Disposal – On Shore
Question

Response

Where is the garbage disposed of? (Please give details if available)

Local Government dump/landfill

Where are quarantine wastes disposed of? (Please give details if available)

Incinerator and/ or deep burial

Garbage Disposal – Ship to Shore
Question

Response

Are there any restrictions on receipt or collection of garbage wastes? (Please give details if available)

Maximum quantity, and Vehicle Access to Berths

When are garbage waste reception facilities available?

24 hours a day, 7 days a week

Is prior notice for receipt of waste required?

0 hours

Cost of waste reception service?

at a cost incorporated into standing port use charge
At all berths

Where is the waste collection service available?

To all vessels anchored in port (this service provided for by private service
providers).

Garbage Disposal Section Assessment Outcome: Based on the above, the Port ranks itself as Satisfactory in the Provision of Port Reception Facilities in terms of Garbage disposal
on shore and from ship to shore.
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Table 6: Assessment of Port Reception Facilities, Waste Management Plan.
Waste Management System
Question

Response

Has a Waste Management Plan (WMP) been developed and implemented for

Yes

Ship wastes?
Is the Waste Management Plan part of an overall Environmental Management

Yes

System (EMS) for the port?
Are marinas and fishing harbors covered by the port EMS or required to develop their own EMS?

No

Does the WMP provide a brief summary of the types of wastes received as well as the collection and disposal
facilities/services?

Yes

a)

Facility Management, Maintenance, Signage, Infrastructure, Training
and Education, Delegation of responsibility and Accountability,
Compliance with regulatory conditions, including auditing.

b) Facility Requirements, Incorporation of new technologies, cleaning

Which management objectives does the WMP address and provide for in terms of a) operations, b) technical standards,
c) environmental considerations, d) future expansions and upgrades?

requirements.

c)

Prevention of pollution to surface waters, Noise Emissions, Visual
Impacts, Odors and Emissions, Sensitive environments.

d) All wastes including garbage.
Are contact details held of all service provider?

Yes

Are the service providers licensed/approved as required by legislation?

Yes

Are a copy of the licenses on file?

No

Are a copy of the licenses for the waste disposal facilities used by the service providers held on file?

No

Have receipts for waste disposal been sighted / copies held on file?

Yes
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Are alternative waste service providers or disposal facilities available (eg spare drums, waste oil recyclers)?

Yes

Is there a procedure for choosing waste disposal service providers (eg list of preferred contractors)?

Yes

Are the details of back-up facilities available on file?

Yes

Does the WMP include an emergency response plan?

No

Is the plan adequate in that it addresses at least the following issues?

spillage of liquid and solid - Yes
leakage of gas – No
fire and explosion – No
emergency contacts - Yes

Is information recorded on the quantities of each waste stream which are received, date of receipt, disposal contractor

Oily wastes - No

and method of disposal or treatment?

Noxious Liquid Substances - No
Sewage - No
Garbage -Yes
Recycling of wastes - Yes
Quarantine wastes - No

Are there variations in the quantities of each waste stream received?

in any one month (eg due to shipping variations) - Yes
in any one year (eg due to seasonal effects) - Yes
over a number of years(eg due to industry growth) -Yes

Is this information analyzed on an on-going basis to detect changes in usage (both short term season variations and long
term growth or reductions) and assist in formulating future plans?

No

Is on-going consideration given to changes in demand for waste reception facilities?

Yes

Do plans exist for future upgrades, extensions or reductions to the waste facilities?

Yes

Is there an on-going process for reviewing existing facilities and determining changes that may be required to meet
adequacy, timing or waste generation demands?

Yes

Are there provisions for audits against the WMP (at least within 2 years of implementation and thereafter every 3 years? Yes
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Is there provision for periodic review of the WMP?

Yes

Are the relevant requirements of the MARPOL 73/78, UNCLOS and IMO generally adhered to by the users of the port? Yes
Is there information on the state and local regulations regarding (please list legislation if known):

Waste management - Yes
Pollution of water - Yes
Pollution of air - No
Noise Emissions - Yes
Discharge to sewer - Yes
Storage of dangerous goods - Yes
Local Government requirements - Yes

Is there information on waste minimization hierarchy i.e. avoid / reduce / reuse/ recycle / reprocess?

No

Is an open and co-operative relationship maintained between the port authority and the relevant authorities and agents? Yes
Are there channels of communication and consultation with relevant organizations to ensure that particular changes in

Yes

demand are considered in providing waste reception facilities?
Do training programs for port employees (both of the port authority and users) include a section on waste management

No

and the facilities provided at the port?
Is there a section in the WMP or a separate document which is included in agreements with port users and specifies

No

requirements for the usage of port waste reception facilities?
Is clear and visible signage for waste reception facilities present and includes:

direction to receptacle or disposal point location: No
labelling of all receptacles and disposal points: Yes
contact and emergency numbers: No

Are there information sheets/ leaflets available for each waste reception facility?

Yes

How is this information conveyed to ships?

Via port control radio

Waste Management Plan Assessment Outcome: Based on the above, the Port ranks itself as Satisfactory in the Provision of Port Reception Facilities in terms of Waste Management
Plan.
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Table 7: Assessment of Port Reception Facilities Adequacy of Service.
Assessment of Adequacy of Service
Question

Response

Please provide details of the good aspects of the waste reception services?

“Waste skips are emptied on a daily basis 24/7 days a week. Vessels can
communicate their extra requirements for waste even before they reach port and
will be facilitated.”
“Deficiencies will come up where proper communication is lacking, especially

Please provide details of the deficiencies of the waste reception services?

when out of the ordinary requirements materialize, that influence proper
contingency planning.”

Assessment of Adequacy of Service Outcome: Based on the above, the Port ranks itself as Satisfactory in the Provision of Port Reception Facilities in terms of Adequacy of Service.
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Chapter 5: Discussion and Implications
The following chapter will discuss the relationship between ship visits and ship generated
solid waste, as well as the adequacy of port reception facilities for ship generated solid waste
at the port of Walvis Bay.

5.1 Ship visits and ship generated solid waste analysis.
As noted in section 4.1 of this study the Simple Linear Regression of the data revealed a R2
value of 0.0117, this value even though positive reveals that the relationship between the
dependent variable (ship generated waste volumes) and independent variable (number of ship
visits) is a very weak one. Furthermore, the test statistic for the Analysis of variance
(ANOVA) of the data was found to be 0.490, which suggest the acceptance of the null
hypothesis of the study (there will be no significant prediction of ship generated solid waste
by the number of ships calling at the port of Walvis Bay). The combination of the weak
positive correlation as well as the acceptance of the null hypothesis thus creates a condition
whereby predictions regarding future waste volumes cannot reliably predicted from the
number of visiting ship through the formula for the line of best fit, y = 0.162x + 838.28, as
the study had anticipated from its onset (Montgomery et al., 2012, p.12).
The study by Ulniković, Vukić, Milutinović-Nikolić (2013) made use of data about the
number of watercrafts and quantities of solid waste generated on both cruise and cargo ships
for the period 2005–2009 in a simple linear regression model to predict the waste quantities
in each port in next 3 years. The study made use of the formulas of the line of best fit to
establish predictions. However, the R2 values used in that study were strong positive
correlations of the order of 0.92 and higher, and were thus much more reliable than those of
this Walvis Bay port. Furthermore, the R2 values of that study were based on a rather small
population of 5 annual figures, from 2005 to 2009. Even though it is still unclear whether any
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statistical test for significance was carried out in that study, in comparison with other
literature consulted (Moheea, Surroopb, Mudhoob and Rughooputhc, 2012; Dashan &
Apaydin, 2012), the method proposed seemed to offer the most advantage in terms of data
availability, scientific soundness and resources available.

5.2 Port Reception Facility Adequacy Assessment
In section 4.2, it was found through the self-assessment MEPC.83.(44) procedure of the IMO
that port reception facilities at the port of Walvis Bay are deemed satisfactory by Namport.
As mentioned in section 3.6 of this study, the working definition of adequacy shall be taken
from IMO (2000), Guidelines for ensuring the adequacy of port reception facilities, as
contained in Resolution MEPC.83.(44). An adaptation of the adequacy assessment criteria
developed by Jarzemskis and Jarzemskiene (2016), (see table xx below) will be used in
combination with the assessment data summarised in section 4.2 of this study to argue the
adequacy of port reception facilities at the port of Walvis Bay for ship generated solid waste.

Table 8: Criteria for adequacy assessment of ship generated solid waste for the port of
Walvis Bay.

Adequacy assessment criteria


Ship generated solid waste reception facilities meet the needs of the ships normally using the port as well as ships
regularly using the facilities.



Ship generated solid waste reception facilities do not cause undue delay to ships and are accessible to ships.



Ship generated solid waste reception facilities allow for the ultimate disposal of ship wastes to take place in an
environmentally appropriate way.

5.2.1 Ship generated solid waste reception facilities meet the needs of the ships normally
using the port as well as ships regularly using the facilities.



Garbage Disposal (on shore and ship to shore) Assessment

Garbage disposal from ship to shore at the port of Walvis Bay doesn’t have any restrictions in
terms of vessel type and the waste collection service is available at all berths as well as to
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vessels anchored within port limits (although this services is provided for by third party
service providers, it is yet available).


Waste Management System Assessment

The Waste Management Plan of the Port of Walvis Bay provides for management objectives
for plans for future expansion/upgrades with regards to all waste streams including garbage.
Additionally, the Waste Management Plan contains plans for future upgrades and expansions
with regard to waste reception facilities as well processes for meeting future demands of
adequacy. Lastly, the Waste Management Plan undergoes periodic reviews and audits to keep
abreast with demands of the industry it serves.


Assessment of Adequacy of Service

Ships due to visit the port of Walvis Bay can communicate their requirements for waste
reception prior to arriving at the port. Thus the needs of the vessels in terms of port reception
facilities can be arranged for and met.

5.2.2

Ship generated solid waste reception facilities do not cause undue delay to ships,
and are accessible to ships.



Garbage Disposal (on shore and ship to shore) Assessment

Garbage disposal from ship to shore at the port of Walvis Bay is available at all berths as well
as to vessels anchored within port limits, furthermore this service is offered on a 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week basis with prior notice of less than an hour required. These aspects ensure
that ship generated solid waste facilities at the port of Walvis Bay do not cause undue delay
to ships and are accessible to ships.


Waste Management System Assessment

The Waste Management Plan of the Port of Walvis Bay provides for communication of port
reception facility information via port control thereby easing accessibility.


Assessment of Adequacy of Service

A deficiency in adequacy of service by the port is poor communication from ships with
regard to extraordinary port reception requirements that may often leading to improper
preparation on the port’s part in dealing with such requests.
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5.2.3

Ship generated solid waste reception facilities allow for the ultimate disposal of
ship wastes to take place in an environmentally appropriate way



Garbage Disposal (on shore and ship to shore) Assessment

Port garbage disposal at Walvis Bay goes through landfilling at the local authority dumpsite.
While quarantine wastes either undergo deep burial or incineration. These could be somewhat
considered environmentally friendly approaches, however recycling could be incorporated
and enhanced.


Waste Management System Assessment

The Waste Management Plan of the Port of Walvis Bay forms part of the overall
Environmental Management System of the port. The plan has within measures to address
management objectives for the following environmental considerations: prevention of
pollution to surface waters; noise emissions; visual impacts; odour emissions; and special
considerations due to surrounding environment (eg. proximity to wetland or mangrove areas);
coastal processes (eg. extreme tides). Lastly the plan also makes provision for spillages of
liquids and solids that may cause environmental detriment.

5.2.4

Areas of improvement for ship generated solid waste port reception facility
adequacy of the port of Walvis Bay.

Provision of adequate port reception facilities is vital requirement in dealing with and
reducing as well as eliminating pollution from ships at sea (Satir, Demir, Alkan, Ucan, &
Bayat, 2008). It is furthermore the legal obligation of every port to provide adequate garbage
reception facilities. In accordance with MARPOL 73/78, which Namibia is a party to, the
port authority (Namport) should explore means of increasing its capability of preventing
marine pollution through ship generated solid wastes within its jurisdiction (Senarak, 2016).

It is thus essential for Namport to have a proactive approach towards managing ship
generated solid waste. Shortcomings within the Waste Management Plan assessment
summarised in section 4.2 of this study entail the lack of proactive approach in anticipating
changes in waste volumes and the overall capability of the organisation in dealing with these
changes should they arise. It is noted that in section 4.2 within the Waste Management Plan
assessment that Namport only keeps a record of garbage and recycled waste, and other waste
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streams (oily, noxious liquid substances, sewage and quarantine wastes) are not kept on
record. Furthermore, the waste information kept on record is not analyzed on an ongoing
basis to detect changes (both in the short term season variations and in the long term growth
or reductions) and assist in the formulation of future plans. This is a serious shortcoming as
providing for adequate garbage reception facilities is crucial to mitigating the practice of
illegal dumping at sea. In order to accomplish this, Senarak (2016) suggests that port
authorities should have a comprehension of the relationships that exist between the amount of
waste delivered at garbage reception facilities and other underlying explanatory variables
(number, size, age of ships) as a means of anticipating future amounts with greater accuracy
and understanding, and to ultimately making the needed reception facility provisions
available to visiting ships.

Waste management is a complex mix of aspects (technical, social, environmental and
economic). In depth recommendations with grasping the full milieu of the environmental
impact of waste reception facilities at the port of Walvis Bay include: integrated waste
management systems, decision support systems, and life cycle assessments (Zuin, Belac, &
Marzi, 2009).

Lastly, the extent of recycling of ship generated solid waste at the port of Walvis Bay should
become a priority that should be encouraged through mechanisms such as sorting of waste at
source (Moheea, Surroopb, Mudhoob, & Rughooputhc, 2012).
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
This chapter shall conclude the study with a brief summary of topics discussed, authors
contributions and limitations of the study.

6.1 Summary
The study had set out to asses expected increases in waste to be handled at the port of Walvis
Bay in lieu of expected increased vessel traffic once Port Expansion is completed by using
current and historic waste volumes and number of ships visiting the port at present and
historically versus expected future trends. The data however did not allow for this to occur
due to a weak correlation between ships generated solid waste and number of ships, as well
as statistical testing that suggested the acceptance of the null hypothesis. A second objective
of the study was to assess the current adequacy status of port reception facilities for ship
generated solid waste at the Port of Walvis Bay. Using the assessment procedure laid out in
IMO resolution MEPC.83 (44) of 2000. This was achieved and the port reception facilities
were found to be adequate to a satisfactory level.

6.2 Contribution
The study is recommended for further research by other authors with the view of establishing
trends in port reception waste streams at the port of Walvis Bay. This can be achieved
through looking at other variables that may have underlying relationships with port waste
streams as well as other more advanced statistical methods. Alternatively, future researchers
could make use of larger data sets to improve the reliability of the intended results.
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6.3 Limitations and future research areas
Below is a list of some limitations of the study:
● Time allocated towards the completion of the study was rather limited.
● The expectation prior to the study was that there would be a relationship of
significance between ships generated solid waste and the number of ships visiting the
port of Walvis Bay, as consulted literature had suggested. However, this was not
realised.
● The data set used for the study was good in size, 43 months. However it is hereby
advised that future researchers of the topic use larger data sets for more years/months.
● Literature with regard to port reception facilities is very few and far between, most
studies available only focus on the EU directive and its consequence. Few papers deal
with adequacy of facilities and forecasting of waste.
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Appendix
Raw empirical data
Month

2015

2016

2017

Waste in Cubic Meters

January

289

862

February

149

847

March

146

855

April

168

921

May

128

877

June

105

773

July

121

810

August

109

892

September

120

733

October

155

862

November

131

936

December

132

1036

January

110

796

February

141

810

March

192

984

April

216

825

May

164

888

June

161

865

July

158

796

August

107

862

September

114

740

October

105

836

November

106

899

December

82

977

January

100

762

February

78

770

March

91

937

April

94

833

May

85

888

June

91

862

July

94

840

August

87

877

September

91

847

October

100

858

November

108

873

97

860

January

112

847

February

86

860

103

858

December
2018

Number of Ships

March

46

April

91

936

May

85

833

June

79

810

July

90

851

SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.108070078
R Square
0.011679142
Adjusted R Square -0.012426245
Standard Error
62.43340145
Observations
43
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Number of Ships

1
41
42

SS
MS
F
Significance F
1888.560127 1888.560127 0.484503394 0.49031676
159815.1143 3897.929617
161703.6744

Coefficients Standard Error
t Stat
P-value
Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95,0% Upper 95,0%
838.2822887 29.56821115 28.35079487 1.46942E-28 778.5680749 897.9965026 778.5680749 897.9965026
0.162030862 0.232781965 0.69606278 0.49031676 -0.308081854 0.632143577 -0.308081854 0.632143577

47

Appendix 2
Namport self-assessment
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